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        Story in Mandarin
to boost your reading
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        A new learning experience

        Supercharge your Chinese learning.
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          A Daily Unique Story for your level
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          Learn new characters in context.
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          New Words with example sentences.
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          Check your understanding with a quiz.
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          Maintain your streaks and motivation

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        A New Way to Learn Chinese

        Supercharge your Chinese learning.
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            Daily Chinese Reading

            Read along a passage for your level with a native audio.

          
          
            One-Tap Dictionary

            Don't know a character? Tap on it for it's definition and pinyin.

          
          
            Learn New Words

            Discover them in the story with example sentences, see them in the next day's story.

          
          
            Test Yourself

            Check your understanding of the day's lesson with a daily quiz.

          
          
            Track Streaks

            Stay motivated by keeping your daily streaks, and beat records.

          
        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        Become a Chinese Reading Guru

        Drilling new characters doesn’t work, simple. That’s what research shows.
Learn characters as they are used by native Chinese speakers, in context.
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          An enjoyable graded story, with only a few new characters every day.
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          Test your reading comprehension with our daily quiz.
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          From home or on the go, access your daily dose of learning.

        

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          Learn Characters with Ease

          Smart Character Scheduling

          New words in green are introduced and then smartly scheduled to reappear over the next few days in different contexts in orange to maximize learning retention.
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          Trusted by students

          Students from 100+ universities use it daily
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          Read Chinese like a Native

          An engaging story and a pleasent learning experience with one-tap character definition, comprehension quiz, writing prompts and more.
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            Practice your listening.

            Listen to the day's story as you read it with a professional recording by native speakers.
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        Still not convinced?
Let's have our learners do the talking.
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              I love reading a new story each day with my morning coffee.

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Erik M.

                

              

            

            
              These are things that I can't get with any other program, where most others don't go any deeper into the language comprehension than just the meaning of words.
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              Your course is excellent and I have been doing the medium level materials for well over one year now. I also believe that it has improved my 听力。
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              I really appreciate your work and these stories!
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              Ressources I've been using to learn Chinese tended to be quite stale, and rather boring. maayot is a great for me to stay up-to-speed.

            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                
                  Karina H.

                

              

            

            
              The best thing about how maayot teaches Chinese is how it shows a word or phrase's application in everyday speaking, and also gives insight into the ways in which language is refined for everyday conversation.
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              Getting every day a short text, along with a few new characters and grammar patterns has been tremendously helpful.

            

          

        

        
          
            
              
                
                  Marina L.

                

              

            

            
              Such an underrated tool for learning Chinese; really one of my go-to for daily reading practice. Keep up the good work!

            

          

          
            
              
                
                  Tomas P.

                

              

            

            
              It's the first thing I read in the morning before starting my day.
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        Helpful resources

        Our learning guides
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                How Long Does it Take to Learn Chinese?
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                5 Reasons to Learn Chinese Now
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                Why Chinese Graded Reading Material Matter
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            Learn Chinese as you Read it.
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